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Financial Poise Webinars™ announces “Key Provisions in M&A Agreements,” a live webinar
premiering September 22nd, at 2:00 PM CST. This webinar is co-produced by West
LegalEdCenter™ and part of the “M&A Boot Camp – 2022” series. It will feature Robert Londin
(Jaspan Schlesinger LLP); Michael D. Weis (Firsel Ross & Weis); Tim Ladin (MFP Investors LLC);
and Jacqueline Brooks (Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP).
This episode explains specific, common provisions and discusses how buyers and sellers
approach these provisions differently, particularly in light of situational differences.
Although every deal is different, understanding any purchase/sale agreement will help you
understand other purchase sale agreements. Stated another way, most M&A documents
include a similar set of sections and use a similar vocabulary. This episode explains specific,
common provisions and discusses how buyers and sellers approach these provisions differently,
particularly in light of situational differences (e.g. whether the assets being bought and sold are
equity of a company or the assets of a company; whether the seller is going to cease to exists or
not). Topics covered will include tax issues; corporate governance; closing conditions;
representations and warranties; indemnification provisions; earn-outs; restrictive covenants;
antitrust; intellectual property; and employment issues.
About Financial Poise
The primary mission of Financial Poise™ is to provide reliable plain English business, financial, and legal
education to individual investors, entrepreneurs, business owners, and executives, and to help trusted
advisors do the same. Financial Poise content is created by seasoned, respected experts who are invited
to join our Faculty only after being recommended by a current Faculty Member. Our editorial staff then
works to make sure all content is easily digestible. Financial Poise is a meritocracy; nobody can “buy”
their way into the Financial Poise Faculty.

About Jaspan Schlesinger LLP
For over 75 years, Jaspan Schlesinger LLP has been providing exceptional legal services in the
areas of commercial litigation, banking and financial services, education law, municipal law, real
estate, land use and zoning, tax certiorari and condemnation, and estates and trusts. With
more than 50 attorneys, Jaspan Schlesinger is equipped to handle complex matters while
delivering individualized advice and counsel to its clients.
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